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I Tried to Warn You! 
  

The Failed Delaire Golf Enhancement Program “NOT TO EXCEED $4.4 
MILLION DOLLARS” was hyped by our board as the greatest event in 
DELAIRE history.  The main event took place at the Town Hall Meeting 
on December of 2015.  Leading the parade of “notorious shouters” were 
Arthur Newman, Jim Newman, Steve Salzman, Joe Jones, Kipp 
Schulties, Trent Squire and Travis McCoy.  The Kipp Schulties design 
was touted as revolutionary, Innovative, cutting edge, and 
necessary to entice new home buyers.  The trailblazing design was so 
superior that we had to change the names from the Brown, Orange and 
Blue to the Hills, Woods and Lakes. Consequently, property values at 
Delaire will rise to unprecedented heights which will make the new 
assessment outpace the expenditure, another talking point gone astray! 
  
The “flim-flam” continued throughout the meeting, getting the crowd all 
hopped up with the anticipation of what was yet to come.  Comments of 
caution regarding doing all 27 holes at  time were hammered down with 
a straw poll. The paranoid optimism of doing the three courses at 
once was trumpeted amid “we will save thousands of dollars”. To 
further constrain any opposition, promise were made that all of the 
aforementioned would be accomplished from April to November, with the 
first course ready to play by mid-September.  Once again, the summer 
residents would feel the pain!  According to the self-appointed 
expert, the JOE LEE golf course “had seen its day” to be replaced by a 
new designer.  At the end of the day reality did set in. 
  
The courses were not completed on time with the Woods opening in late 
January of 2017. The bumpy fairways were not cured properly due to the 
pressure of the needed play. The contractor left on his scheduled time 
per his contract on September 23rd with the Woods hardly started. On 
top of that, the LWDD setback and the tree mitigation had to be 
resolved.  They were publicized as unforeseen problems but that was 
not true.  We were now left with finishing the  Woods course and the 
planting burdens utilizing our staff of maintenance people, not expert 



builders of golf courses. That creates handicaps well into the 
future!  Making use of our maintenance crews as replacement 
of  Southeastern crews, plus the addition of  the "unforeseen 
hitches", ended the “not to exceed” with  lots more costs to 
come.  Reading the expose on the LWDD  as described on the web, 
there were no unexpected problems of the kind expressed in the Karpel 
letter dated August 1st 2017.  www.delairegovernance.com  exposed 
the plans for all to see, the plans speak for themselves, Karpel 
deposition available on the web is further proof of the 
distortion.  Undertaking the three courses at one time turned into a 
disaster.  The warnings “Be careful what you wish for”, as well as the 
advice from the “NINE AT A TIME”, my suggestions and those of BOB 
ORNITZ and BEA KNOPF to just re-grass was trashed as nonsense by 
the board.  If the board followed the wise advice, we would have saved 
millions, and would have left us with a superior JOE LEE DESIGNED 
courses with green grass and good golf course views for the 
homes that back-up on the fairways, instead of  ugly pine straw that 
turns  home buyers off. 
  
I sent out an array of e-mails, referred to as e-mail blasts by the "usual 
suspects". The messages were warnings with back-up information why 
the rebuilding of 27 holes, replacing all of the greens, with 
dewatering and excavating the lakes, adding stones to surround 
our lakes, replacing cart paths with new concrete and the 
refurbishing of the bathrooms,  for $4.4 million dollars was never in 
the cards and it never happened. Now we have to struggle with a 
product that is totally defective. Home buyers looking out on the golf 
course from views of the homes they are thinking of buying see fairways 
dotted with ugly brown straw and dirt, they just leave. Our property 
values have “nosedived” instead of what was promised.  Karpel is now 
spending hundreds of thousands to repair the problems, but as long as 
we have Pine Straw instead of grass we will not solve what 
incompetents committed us too.  This is in violation of our bylaws, 
since a promised vote to approve the 407K has never taken place. 
  
In my messages I mentioned that the program the board is hawking to 
the membership for a $4.4 million dollars “not to exceed”, is 
understated.  I dutifully submitted more realistic numbers asserting it 



would require between $8- $12 million for such a project.  Bob Ornitz, a 
golf pro corroborated my findings. Now the laughed at messages have 
turned into reality and no one is left laughing.  Jim Newman, in his 
letter to demean my messages broadcast “All clubs have members 
like Mr. Brecker”.   Read his deposition on the web.  It is full of 
distortions and bullying tactics. 
  
I was debased, ostracized and suspended for my conclusions to tell 
the “TRUTH”. So I created and 
funded www.delairegovernance.com  to be able to give my message 
better meaning to our membership and keep it in front of our member’s 
eyes.  It serves as my contribution to truth and ethics. The board 
now “desperate” that my “TRUTH MESSAGES” are resonating has 
made a major effort in shutting down my determinations similar to the 
BOOK BURNINGS DURING THE 1930's.  They found it “necessary” to 
suspend me for 1 year, tagging it as “MISCONDUCT”, just another poor 
management decision that won’t fly.  Wouldn’t it have been better all-
around to just change the by-laws for their deplorable voting 
process (the Killik forgery demands a change) and the needed 
improvements to the grievance system (my fake 1 year suspension 
showcases a corrupt system) that we demand for our members. That is 
what our web is all about? 
  
www.delairegovernance.com has “UNMASKED” KARPEL’S 
fantasies.  “I expect that everybody has now had the opportunity to play 
our new golf courses and see the numerous improvements 
made”.   “Without a doubt Delaire is clearly the best country club in 
South Florida”.  If any of these “fables” were based on truth, why would 
our home sales have crashed to the lowest point in our 
history? KARPEL spends his energies to divert the attention away from 
his FAILURES. Creating false grievance charges will not restore our golf 
courses or improve our home sales quite the opposite is the result. Our 
operating budget is close to $200,000 dollar negative in the first few 
months of the year. If he had management skills, he would be working 
on that problem. 
  



BOCAIRE JUST ANNOUNCED THE REDO OF THEIR 18 HOLE GOLF 
COURSE  FOR $8 MILLION DOLLARS  FULL DETAILS 

HERE.   NEED I SAY MORE? 
   

Together we can MAKE DELAIRE 
GREAT AGAIN! 

	


